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Abstract

We present a distributed spin-down algorithm for
conserving energy in an object-based storage device
(OSD) cluster. It differs from traditional spin-down
algorithms in that it is cooperative—the decision to
spin-down an OSD considers not only its own in-
ternal state, but also the state of the other OSDs.
Each OSD executes an instance of the spin-down
algorithm and adapts to the overall workload. To
maximize energy saving, a write request for a spun-
down OSD may be redirected to another OSD, and
a read request for a redirected object will be redi-
rected to the OSD storing that object, thus increas-
ing the spin-down duration of a spun-down OSD.

1. Introduction

Energy is an expensive resource that is often
overlooked in the design of storage systems. Pow-
ering a large storage system over a long period of
time can be very expensive, possibly millions [21],
and may exceed the cost of the system itself. Cool-
ing such a system also requires significant energy,
and the more energy consumed, the more cooling
required. Unfortunately, energy consumption is of-
ten not a priority in the design of storage systems
because its cost is amortized over the lifetime of the
system and not apparent at the beginning.

Within a typical system there are several subsys-
tems that are candidates for power conservation: the
CPU [20], networking [19], and hard-disk [10] sub-
systems all have power reduction potential. In desk-
top systems, the hard-disk alone can account for up
to 30% of the energy consumption of the entire sys-
tem [6]. The hard disk is therefore a prime candidate
for energy conservation because of its large overall
power consumption and because of its well-defined

power states that can be exploited for energy sav-
ings.

Disk drives are electro-mechanical devices with
rotating magnetic media platters and on-board elec-
tronics. The mechanical components of the drive—
the rotating disk platter and the moving read-write
head—consume a significant amount of energy.
When not in use, energy can be saved by ceas-
ing the rotation (spinning down) of the disk platter.
This comes at a cost, however, as it may take sev-
eral seconds and significantly more power to
spin the disk back up to operational speed af-
ter it has been spun down. Thus it is only use-
ful to spin down the disk if it will be idle long
enough to more than compensate for the ex-
tra spin-up energy, and if the delay caused by
spinning it back up is acceptable. Because disk re-
quest streams are generally not known in ad-
vance, heuristics are used to decide when to spin
down the drives.

Spin-down algorithms for disk drives have been
studied extensively. Existing spin-down algorithms
can be classified into three categories: fixed time-
out [5, 9], adaptive [14, 7], and predictive [13]. All
share the common goal of saving energy by spin-
ning down the platter when the device is not in use.
They differ in how they decide when to spin down
the platter.

Fixed timeout spin-down algorithms maintain a
constant pre-set timeout value independent of the
disk parameters, spinning down the platter when-
ever the device has received no requests during the
time-out interval. Adaptive spin-down algorithms
vary the timeout value based on disk request pat-
terns and disk state power statistics. Predictive spin-
down algorithms also use disk request and disk state
power statistics, but use them to determine when it
is beneficial to spin-down and may do so following
a disk request without waiting for a timeout to ex-
pire.
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Figure 1: Achieved throughput and energy
consumption vs. number of disks

We are developingCeph, a petabyte scale object-
based storage system with a target capacity of 20
PB and throughput of up to 1 TB/s for use in high-
performance computing environments with tens of
thousands of clients [23]. Ceph is built using a large
number of object-based storage devices (OSDs),
each of which contains one or more disk drives
managed by a local CPU. In Ceph and other large-
scale storage systems the energy consumption of the
entire system is dominated by the disk drives. Spin-
ning down individual drives in a traditional storage
system may be exceedingly complex but, because
each OSD in Ceph has a CPU, relatively complex
OSD-specific algorithms can be applied to each of
the disks in our system, with the potential for a
correspondingly large reduction in power consump-
tion.

With traditional spin-down algorithms energy
consumption may be reduced, but without realiz-
ing the full potential for energy saving. In the worst
case both energy consumption and overall stor-
age system performance may actually be worse
than without any spin-down algorithm. This is be-
cause traditional spin-down algorithms, as de-
scribed above, are unsuitable in the context of
Ceph. Ceph is a distributed storage system that pro-
vides load-balancing across all OSDs with the pri-
mary goal of avoiding hot-spots. Ceph’s data place-
ment algorithm [12] attempts to disperse the
load as widely as possible, parallelizing data ac-
cesses as much as possible by involving as many
OSDs as possible in each data access. An ef-
fect of such a load-balancing data-distribution
algorithm is that each OSD may experience fre-
quent storage accesses even when Ceph is lightly

loaded. This will result in each OSD having fre-
quent and short idle periods, defeating traditional
spin-down algorithms and potentially increas-
ing, rather than decreasing, power consump-
tion (and overall latency), if the idle periods
are just slightly longer than the timeouts em-
ployed. Too-frequent power cycling can also de-
crease hard drive lifetimes.

A spin-down algorithm, regardless of how
it is designed, has a negative impact on per-
formance - spinning a disk down and up is not
instantaneous. Furthermore, the relationship be-
tween aggregate throughput of multiple storage
devices and power consumption are not linear. Fig-
ure 1 shows the relative relationship between
achievable throughput and energy consumed as a
function of the number of OSDs. Energy consump-
tion relative to the number of disks is linear be-
cause each additional disk requires a fixed amount
of power. However, aggregate throughput typi-
cally reaches a limit after some point, after which
adding more disks will not translate into a propor-
tional increase in storage bandwidth. Other subsys-
tems can become the bottleneck, such as the CPU
or the network bandwidth, preventing the through-
put from increasing.

It is therefore likely that the maximum achiev-
able aggregate throughput of a storage system such
as Ceph is less than the sum of the individual disks,
in which case spinning down an individual stor-
age device may have relatively minimal impact on
the performance of the entire system, yet provide a
fixed energy reduction. Because a spun-down disk
device does not contribute to the aggregate through-
put of the storage system, much like a removed de-
vice, we can think of spun-down and removed de-
vices as the same in the context of their contribu-
tion to performance and energy consumption. As
more disks are spun-down, each additional spun-
down disk has a larger impact on the performance
degradation of the system. The relative benefit of
spinning down an individual disk will depend heav-
ily upon the system load, and balancing energy con-
sumption with performance degradation will be the
key to successful energy reduction in a large-scale
storage system.

We propose a spin-down algorithm for object-
based storage devices that is dynamic relative to
its workload. When the system is lightly-loaded,
more disks will be spun-down, and when the sys-
tem is heavily loaded, less disks will be spun-down.
The distributed spin-down algorithm decision of
ẅhen to spin-down?ı̈s based on recent read and
write throughput, not a timeout value. The less read-
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throughput for a device, the more likely it will be
spun-down. By spinning down OSD devices with
the lowest read-throughput, we can reduce the num-
ber of spin-ups due to reads for an object on a spun-
down OSD device. To prevent OSDs from spinning
up due to writes, a spin-down redirection mecha-
nism is used to distribute writes across the other
OSD devices which are still spun-up. The spin-
down algorithm also considers the number of redi-
rected objects it is currently holding for other spun-
down OSD devices.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 presents an overview of the Ceph system.
Section 3 describes our spin-down algorithm in the
OSD, Section 4 discusses redirecting object-writes
for spun-down OSD storage devices, and Section 5
shows the architecture for redirected data objects.
We conclude our paper in Section 7

2. Ceph Overview

Object-based storage [15] is an emerging
paradigm in distributed storage architecture with
the potential to achieve high capacity, through-
put, reliability, availability, and scalability. The
main difference between the the object-based stor-
age model and traditional distributed storage mod-
els is that object-based storage offloads the han-
dling of low level storage details to the storage
devices themselves. Object-based storage de-
vices export and abstract data object interface with
all block-level functions such as disk space man-
agement and request scheduling handled internally.
In addition, metadata management is typically de-
coupled from data management and, after authen-
tication by the metadata management subsystem,
clients are able to access the storage devices di-
rectly at the object level.

Figure 2 shows the three major compo-
nents in Ceph: the metadata server (MDS) clus-
ter, the clients, and the object-based storage devices
(OSDs). The metadata server cluster is responsi-
ble for metadata operations such as file and di-
rectory management and authentication [24]. A
client interface provides the file system API to ap-
plications on the client nodes. The OSDs encap-
sulate block-level storage allocation, schedul-
ing, and management. To access data, a client
first contacts the MDS cluster to authenticate it-
self and obtain the location of the data. The client
then transfers data directly to and from the appro-
priate OSDs, resulting in a very high degree of data
parallelism.

Client Client Client

OSD OSD OSD OSD

MDS MDS
High Speed
Networks

Metadata
Server
Cluster

Figure 2: Ceph’s Object-based Storage Ar-
chitecture

The very large number of disks involved in build-
ing Ceph brings the issue of energy consumption to
the forefront. Power consumption is a pertinent is-
sue for modern day computing installations. In fact,
at many sites the computing power is limited by
the amount of electrical power that can be provided
to the location and the difficulty of dissipating the
resulting heat. Economic, environmental, and geo-
graphic issues exacerbate the problem.

The OSDs in Ceph are intelligent and au-
tonomous storage devices that not only manage
block-allocation locally, they have peer-to-peer ca-
pability that allows them to communicate with each
other autonomously and perform tasks indepen-
dently without the direction of a centralized con-
trol unit. This peer-to-peer capability enables the
unique ability to redirect writes for energy con-
servation purposes. Each OSD consists of a CPU,
network interface, local cache, and storage de-
vice (disk or small RAID configuration). If the
disks in an OSD are powered off, the on-board in-
telligence can be put into a semi-hibernation
state with very minimal power consumption. A
wake-on-LAN capability is maintained that al-
lows the embedded circuitry to be powered on and
perform computations associated with the redi-
rection task without having to power up the disk
platters.

3. OSD Spin-down Algorithm

Traditional spin-down algorithms are not suit-
able for a Ceph storage system because Ceph dis-
tributes data across all OSDs. By distributing data
across OSDs, hot-spots are removed from the Ceph,
averaging out the idle-period for each OSD stor-
age device. As a result, a traditional spin-down al-
gorithm on each OSD storage device would gen-
erate sub-optimal performance and faster device
wear-leveling. By leveraging the properties of a
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distributed storage system into the spin-down al-
gorithm itself, a more efficient algorithm can be
achieved.

In Ceph, a spin-down algorithm is run for each
OSD. An OSD may have several storage devices.
For a particular storage device, the decision of when
to spin down is a function of it’s read-throughput (of
read-ops per time-period), write-throughput, and
the number of redirected objects the storage device
is storing. A redirected object is an object that is
destined for a particular spun-down storage device
on an OSD but redirected to another OSD because
the original was in a low-power mode and couldn’t
service that object write. We discuss the redirection
and it’s implications later in Section 4.

The spin-down algorithm for a storage device is
based on the evaluation of the following parame-
ters:

• The read throughput index, RTI.
• The write throughput index, WTI.
• The redirect index of the OSD, RDI.

RTI, WTI, and RDI are parameters which are
normalized and then averaged to compute a spin-
down index,SDI. The parameters are normalized
because reads and writes to a particular storage de-
vice are not equal—reads incur a bigger penalty
since writes can be redirected to another OSD stor-
age device1. If the spin-down index (SDI) is less
thanTHRESHOLD, the storage device will be spun
down. THRESHOLD is used to control the fre-
quency of spin-downs. It can be fixed or dynamic,
similar to the timeout variable in a traditional spin-
down algorithm. An adaptive algorithm can be used
to dynamically adjustTHRESHOLD so that a de-
fined metric such as desired % of energy reduc-
tion relative to system load can be achieved. An ex-
ample algorithm is the machine learning Multiple
Experts algorithm developed by Herbster and War-
muth [11]. The pseudo-code for the spin-down al-
gorithm is shown below:

while(spin-down algorithm on) {
SDI = (RTI+WTI+RDI)/3;
if( (!spun-down) and

(SDI < THRESHOLD) ) {
spin-down OSD storage device;

}
else {

start next sampling period;
sleep till period’s end;

1 Replication, not yet fully implemented in Ceph, can offset
this difference, at the cost of a slightly more complicated al-
gorithm, by allowing reads to go to the replicas on spun-up
disks when load is light

}
}

RTI and WTI are computed once at the end of
each sampling period. The default sampling pe-
riod is five minutes, but can be modified to suit
a desired performance. The sampling period deter-
mines the overhead of the algorithm and how fast an
OSDs storage device spin-down algorithm responds
to Ceph workload changes. Decreasing the sam-
pling period increases a storage device’s response
to workload changes and vice versa. The algorithm
to compute theWTI andWTI are:

RTIn = (rtp + w × RTIn−1)/(1 + w)
and

WTIn = (wtp + w × WTIn−1)/(1 + w),
wherew controls how fast previous computations
read and write throughput indices are forgotten.
rtp and wtp are the number of reads and writes
in the previous sampling period, respectively. The
algorithm to compute the nextRTI and WTI is a
weighted average of the previous period’s number
of read or writes with the previousRTI or WTI in-
dex.

RDI is the redirect index for this OSD storage
device. It is computed by:

RDI = norm(ro) + norm(fo) + norm(uo),
and is a function of the number of redirected objects
(ro) this OSD storage device is currently storing, the
number of available objects (fo) in this OSD storage
device, and the number of stored objects(uo) in this
OSD storage device. Each parameter is also nor-
malized for the computation ofRDI. Storing redi-
rected objects means this OSD storage device may
be required to give the redirected objects back to the
owner, and if this OSD storage device spins-down it
will either have to either migrate those objects to an-
other OSD storage device before spinning down or
spin backup in order to give a requested redirect ob-
ject back. Therefore, holding less redirected objects
yields a smallerro. Less free-space on an OSD stor-
age device contributes to a smallerfo because fewer
new objects can be created on this OSD storage de-
vice , possible resulting in less write operations. The
higher the number stored objects on this OSD stor-
age device means potentially more reads for this
OSD storage device causing it to spin-up. There-
fore more stored objects means a higheruo value.

4. Write/Read Redirection for Spun-
down OSD Disks

When an OSD storage device is spun-down, the
OSD is still capable of receiving read and write re-
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quests. Write redirection occurs when an OSD re-
ceives a write request and the corresponding device
is spun-down. When such a request is encountered,
the OSD redirects that write object to a separate
OSD storage device, either on the same or differ-
ent OSD. Read redirection occurs when the original
object write, destined for a spun-down OSD, is redi-
rected to another OSD. The read request must go to
the the OSD storing the redirected object.

When an OSD spins down, the owning OSD cre-
ates an empty in-memoryredirect list for that stor-
age device. Each entry in the list refers to a redi-
rected object. Each entry contains an ID of the redi-
rected object and the OSD now holding that object.
Each active (spun-up) OSD storage device also has
a redirect list maintained by it’s OSD, that contains
the object id and the owning OSD of each redirected
object.

There are three redirection functions available:

• redirect query(node) - queries OSDnode for
it’s redirect index, RDI. The return value de-
termines it’s willingness to store a redirected
object. A higher return value mean the OSD is
more willing to redirect and a lower value indi-
cates less willingness to redirect. Magic num-
bers allow a node to specify it isn’t available,
indicating that all the storage devices on a par-
ticular OSD being queried are spun-down.

• redirect store(node,object,id) - is a re-
quest to OSDnode, to store the objectobject
with id id. The OSD redirecting the store op-
eration to OSD node adds an entry to
it’s storage device’s redirect list contain-
ing the OSD node and object id,id. The
OSD storing the object also creates an en-
try to it’s storage device’s redirect list con-
taining the OSD that sentobject and id.
redirectstore() should only be called to a par-
ticular OSD after redirectquery().

• redirect retrieve(node, id) - is a request to
OSD node, to retrieve the object with idid.
This function returns the object with idid from
OSDnode to the caller. After completion, both
node and the calling OSD remove the entry
with id from their respective storage device’s
redirect lists.

The OSD that issues redirectquery() tries to dis-
tribute the redirect requests across all of the nodes.
If an OSD has multiple storage devices, the redirec-
tion algorithm will favor sending redirection objects
to local storage devices. To minimize overhead, a
subset of the total OSD list is queried for each redi-
rect operation. The OSD node query list is changed

relative the OSD’ responses, as well as OSDs’ fre-
quency and recency in being queried.

4.1. OSD Spin-down with Redirected Ob-
jects

It is likely that an OSD storing redirected objects
will also be instructed to spin-down. There are two
policies which can be enforced with regard to spin-
ning down an OSD with stored redirected objects.
They are:

• Redirected objects may exist on either spun-up
or spun-down OSDs

• Redirected objects may only exist on spun-up
OSDs

Each policy yields different properties. Forcing
redirected objects to live on only spun-up disks
means that when a disk storing redirected objects
is instructed to spin-down it must migrate those
objects to other OSDs through the same process
calling requestquery(), however it must do so for
all objects it stores, which could mean a signifi-
cant amount of overhead. Additionally, the disk now
spinning down must notify the owner of each ob-
ject it has stored of the new owner or forward any
such requests that it receives. However, the bene-
fit of such an algorithm is that any request for redi-
rected objects will not cause the spin-up of an OSD.
The overhead of moving objects to other storage de-
vices can be mitigated if storage devices which re-
ceive the redirected objects are on the same OSD
as the storage device, which has been instructed to
spin-down. In any case, redirects will be common
in inverse proportion to the load of the system, so
the additional overhead will only be incurred when
it can be accommodated.

On the other-hand, the policy that redirected ob-
jects may exist on spun-down disks means that a
request for an object may result in the spin-up of
an OSD storage device if the storage device storing
the redirected object is spun-down. However, such
a policy will result in less transfer overhead as ob-
jects do not need to be migrated when an OSD is
spun down. Depending on how fast the system is
writing to storage devices and spinning-down disks,
the overhead may be significant, even for local OSD
object transfers.

5. Redirected MetaData-Object Struc-
ture

In addition to the in-memory redirect list men-
tioned previously, it is also necessary for an OSD
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Figure 3: Redirect Descriptor Objects for
Redirected Objects

to store the list of redirected blocks for each stor-
age device on disk in the event of OSD failure. Fig-
ure 3 shows the disk structure used to represent the
list of redirected blocks that a node is storing. Each
entry in the meta-block contains the same informa-
tion that the in-memory redirect list contains. The
RedirectedObjectID is the object id of the ob-
ject being redirected andOSD is the OSD node that
owns the object. The last entry in a meta-object redi-
rect descriptor is a pointer to the next descriptor and
points to null for the last descriptor.

There are three scenarios that can occur with re-
gard to OSD failure: the OSD with spun-down stor-
age devices fails, an OSD with storage devices hold-
ing redirected objects fails, or both. After an OSD
fails, and it is rebooted, there several failure recov-
ery steps it must take. First, it must query its stor-
age devices to determine the state of the storage de-
vices at the time of failure. For devices which were
storing redirected objects, the OSD must regener-
ate an in-memory redirect list for that storage de-
vice. The OSD then rebuilds the list for any stor-
age devices which were spun-down. Next, the OSD
must the query the OSD which contain the storage
device’s data to verify that the OSD with the redi-
rected data still contains it and didn’t move the redi-
rected objects while the failed OSD was down.

6. Related work

Persistent interest exists on energy conservation
techniques for mobile computers. It is only rela-
tively recently that energy conservation has become
an issue of interest for server type systems. Re-
cent work has proposed energy conservation tech-
niques for internet servers used in data centers. One
approach is to concentrate workloads on servers
instead of distributing them evenly across all the
servers in the cluster. Incoming requests are dy-
namically switched and directed to the minimum
number of servers necessary to handle the load [2,

17, 18]. Redirecting switches are also the build-
ing block for the resource management architec-
ture [3]. These approaches work on server clusters
because all the servers in the cluster are considered
homogeneous, and any of them can handle any re-
quest. Functionality specialization is the concept of
assigning different functionality to different clus-
ter nodes, so functionality that is used more often
can be separated from functionality that is used less
often [1]. Five policies for server power manage-
ment, included IVS (independent voltage scaling),
CVS (coordinated voltage scaling), VOVO (vary-
on vary-off), combined VOVO-IVS, and combined
VOVO-CVS were evaluated, and the result shows
that the combination policy of VOVO-CVS yields
the largest saving [8]. Our work is similar in that all
the OSDs are autonomous units, but differs signifi-
cantly in that the OSDs are dedicated storage units
as opposed to computing servers.

Phoenix [16] is a real-time network storage de-
vice that implements a cycle-based disk schedul-
ing algorithm. Data prefetching is used and when
a cycle can be skipped, the disk array is put in low
power mode to conserve energy. This technique is
used within an individual storage device indepen-
dently. Our technique consists of collaborations be-
tween all the storage nodes (OSDs) of the system.
Work has also been done on load balancing for disk
arrays [22, 25]. This research seeks to distribute and
balance loads across disks in order to “cool down”
hot disks. In our approach, we allow the tradeoff be-
tween energy conservation and load balancing to be
made.

In anticipation to the introduction of disks that
can spin at different speeds (and hence have differ-
ent energy consumption and performance charac-
teristics), Hibernator [26] is an energy management
system that takes advantage of multi-speed disks in
order to balance between energy consumption and
performance goals.

The MAID (massive arrays of idle disks) [4] uti-
lizes power management to achieve high perfor-
mance while using a fraction of the power. These
are traditional “dumb” disks that require out-
side control. The OSDs differ in that they are
autonomous and intelligent devices that collabo-
rate with each other through peer-to-peer capability
in a fully decentralized manner.

7. Current Status

The Ceph storage system currently exists in pro-
totype form that allows the implementation of the
spin-down algorithms. We are planning to imple-
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ment our distributed spin-down algorithm with
write redirection in the OSDs to verify its ben-
efits as well as the correctness and data consis-
tency. We expect significant power savings to
result.

A key challenge will be managing spin-down
while maintaining overall system performance.
Tradeoffs between spin-down, data distribution,
replication, reliability, and other factors may re-
sult. Coordinating these competing requirements
will be challenging, but may also provide addi-
tional power-saving opportunities. Replication, in
particular, may provide very fertile ground for im-
proving our power-saving algorithms because in-
dividual objects may reside on several OSDs, not
all of which need to be spun up when load is rela-
tively light.
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